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2.1.3.

Figure 2 The Analytical Framework, Tabletop
Version

Figure 1 HCSS’ Climate Security Game Capability
Card and its components
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Figure 3 The Geography of the Main Tributaries of the
Tigris-Euphrates River Basin
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Figure 5 The 10 most recurrent capabilities and their
Figure 4 Number of participants playing their selected

designated strategic functions.
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Figure 6 The 10 most recurrent capabilities and
designated functional areas
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Figure 7 Implemented capabilities by functional
area, allocated to the strategic function ‘Prepare’.
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2.3.4.

Figure 8 Implemented capabilities by functional area,
allocated to the strategic function ‘Respond’.
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Figure 9 Implemented capabilities by
functional area, allocated to the strategic
function ‘After Care’.
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Date
2017
November 2018
February 2019
April 2019
June 2021
October 2021
November 2021
February 2022
April 2022

Partner Institutions
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Dutch Ministry of Defense
House of Representatives of the Netherlands (Tweede Kamer der
Staten-Generaal)
Planetary Security Conference
NATO Crisis Management and Disaster Response Centre of
Excellence
NATO Crisis Management and Disaster Response Centre of
Excellence
Warsaw Security Forum
Event held parallel of COP26
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate
NATO Crisis Management and Disaster Response Centre of
Excellence

Place
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
The Netherlands
Bulgaria
Online/Remote
Poland
Online/Remote
The Netherlands
Bulgaria
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No. Title
Capability
DIPLOMATIC (Including LEGAL)
1 Participation in international The ability to bolster your own and other governments' participation in international climate agreements in order to
climate agreements
reduce climate change.
2 Agreements on transboundary The ability to successfully negotiate international agreements on allocation and use of major transboundary rivers in
rivers
order to reduce the risk of transboundary water conflicts.
3 Joint management institutes The ability to set up joint management institutes over shared transboundary waters in order to reduce the occurrence of
over transboundary waters
cross-boundary water shortages.
4 Disaster diplomacy
The ability to engage in disaster diplomacy in order to coordinate emergency relief among international
actors.
5 Punishment for environmental The ability to hold actors accountable for environmental disasters in order to prevent their recurrence.
crimes
6 International dialogue
The ability to develop international dialogue mechanisms for stakeholders with a vested interest in a particular
mechanisms
geographical area affected by climate change in order to avoid civil conflict.
7 Cooperation for emissions
The ability to improve legal and institutional systems for emissions reduction (e.g. in the forestry sector) in order to
reduction
reduce climate change.
8 Flexible climate governance The ability to design flexible climate governance laws in order to make them more effective in the face of changing local
contexts and climate change forecasts.
9 Governance of sea lanes and The ability to establish laws governing newly-opened sea lanes and resources in the Arctic (due to global warming) in
resources
order to avoid conflicts or tensions.
10 Inclusive policies
The ability to include vulnerable and marginalized groups in climate change adaptation policies in order to develop more
inclusive policies.
11 Coordination of emergency
The ability to establish mechanisms by which emergency management stakeholder agencies and resources are
incidents and disasters
coordinated in order to ensure that all incident response requirements are met.
INFORMATIONAL
12 Local-level adaptation
The ability to translate international climate change scenarios into local-level assessments in order to gain better insight
into local climate change impacts.
13 Bottom-up adaptation
14 Distribution of information
15 Local healthcare expertise

The ability to provide and teach information on climate change in native languages and to train local experts in order to
enhance bottom-up understanding and adaptation.
The ability to distribute information on the post-disaster situation in order to better manage and coordinate evacuation
operations and relief aid.
The ability to improve local healthcare expertise in order to offer better health services (after events).
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16 Education and training for
alternative livelihoods
17 Local expertise

The ability to educate and train local populations in order to provide them with new livelihood opportunities, if
needed, due to climate change impacts.
The ability to train local experts to continue working on rebuilding and strengthening societies after emergency relief
workers have left in order to increase their self-reliance.
18 Public support
The ability to increase public support for climate change adaptation measures in order to facilitate successful
adaptation policies.
19 Local information campaigns The ability to translate traditional climate science into tailored information campaigns for (local) policy-makers in order
to increase their knowledge and awareness of issues at stake.
20 Public communication
21 Learning from experience
22 Innovative solutions
23 Emergency response
information
24 Emergency response
technologies
MILITARY
25 Military CO2-emissions
reductions
26 Protection of civil relief
personnel
27 Civil-military cooperation

28 Sustainable military camps
29 Safety of personnel
30 Emergency command and
control (C2)
31 Relocation of internally
displaced persons (IDPs)

The ability to utilize public communication in order to disseminate warning signals and post-disaster information.
The ability to learn from natural disaster experiences and make local impact assessments in order to improve
international resilience programs and to better tailor aftercare operations.
The ability build/develop expertise and innovative solutions in order to rebuild societies in the aftermath of natural
disasters or climate change-induced societal problems.
The ability to provide emergency response information in the direct aftermath of natural disasters in order to facilitate
relief operations.
The ability to equip emergency managers and response personnel with appropriate technology tools (e.g. drones,
satellite imagery through GIS, real-time disaster modeling) to better tackle the immediate challenges faced during a
natural disaster and to better prepare for future natural disasters.
The ability to cut down CO2 emissions of the military through energy saving and adoption of new sources of energy in
order to reduce their carbon footprint in affected areas.
The ability to protect civil relief personnel after disasters (in conflict or conflict-prone areas) in order to facilitate a safe
work environment.
The ability to execute civil-military cooperation when assisting in rebuilding societies after extreme weather and climate
events and/or incorporating climate adaptation measures in peacebuilding missions in order to improve disaster
resilience in developing countries.
The ability to design and plan military camps in a sustainable way in order for them to serve communities and other
purposes after military units have left.
The ability to ensure the safety of personnel in risk areas in case of extreme weather events, disease outbreaks, or
natural disasters in order to prevent human suffering.
The ability to exert command and control over an emergency response and recovery operation in order to ensure an
effective and consistent response.
The ability to successfully relocate internally displaced persons (on a long-term basis) in order to avoid tension.
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32 Emergency relief operations

The ability to set up emergency relief operations after extreme weather events or natural disasters (such as logistics,
food provision, emergency reparations and evacuations, medical support, securing displaced persons' camps) in order
to reduce their negative impact on local communities.

33 Displaced persons camps

The ability to establish displaced persons camps with sufficient resources (shelter, clean water, food) in order to
prevent human suffering and the risk of conflict in the direct aftermath of natural disasters.

ECONOMIC
34 Critical infrastructure
improvement
35 Infrastructure reparations
36 Renewable energy
37 Subsidies for livelihood
diversification
38 Climate change mitigation
programs
39 Carbon pricing
40 Mobilization for disaster
response
41 Innovation
42 Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)
43 Food security
44 Urban resilience
45 Psychological support
46 Behavioral change

The ability to improve critical infrastructures in risk areas to decrease their vulnerability to extreme weather events.
The ability to restore and replace (critical) infrastructure after natural disasters in order to facilitate communications and
emergency relief operations, as well as to speed up the disaster recovery process.
The ability to develop renewable energy projects in order to adapt to climate change and reduce emissions.
The ability to set up livelihood diversification and low-impact agriculture projects in order to adapt to changed
environmental circumstances.
The ability to set up climate change mitigation programs in developing countries in order to enhance resilience of fragile
societies to climate change.
The ability to implement carbon pricing mechanisms (such as emissions trading and carbon taxes) in order to shift the
burden for damage back to polluters.
The ability to mobilize human and financial capital in order to ensure a rapid and adequate response to disasters.
The ability to drive innovation in the field of climate change adaptation in order to speed up the adaptation process.
The ability to engage in CSR activities in order to promote funding of sustainable development programs and
environmentally friendly business strategies.
The ability to provide emergency food aid, improve storage technologies, and monitor food prices in order to avoid food
shortages (and possible food riots) in the event of natural disasters.
The ability to adapt infrastructure (including airports) and urban development planning to the risks of climate change in
order to avoid social and political disruption, as well as to handle people and relief goods after disruptive events occur.
The ability to provide psychological support to disaster victims in order to reduce human suffering after disasters and to
prevent trauma.
The ability to motivate people and businesses to reduce their climate change-enhancing behavior in order to reduce
climate change.

